
We Are Lakers  
K-2 Basketball Guidebook 2021 

 
The goal of the K-2 “We Are Lakers” program is to create a fun and encouraging environment for our youngest basketball players to 

● learn correct basketball fundamentals 
● develop a love for the game  
● make new friends and have a lot of fun!  

 
Thank you for volunteering to coach! Coaches who care for and invest in our youth players are a vital part of the success of PLAY. We want to 
create a program that is easy for our parent-coaches to implement and gives all players a consistent Laker practice and game experience. We Are 
Lakers is organized to maximize the player experience and minimize the prep/organization requirements for coaches. 
 
We Are Lakers is organized around the following strategies: 

● Age-Appropriate: We Are Lakers has been designed through researching the best age-appropriate activities for K-2 players. 
● Repetition: By repeating core fundamentals each week, players will have a chance to improve and grow during the season 
● Progression: Each week will offer opportunities for players to progress into more advanced movements to help skill development 
● Application: Applying key basketball skills in small-sided games is both fun and developmentally valuable to increase basketball IQ. 

 
Each Saturday, two teams will share a gym each session to implement a player warm-up, station-based practice, and fun scrimmage. 
 

1. Preparation - 5 minutes before the session starts, coaches should gather and decide who will run each station. For each team, one coach 
will rotate with the players and the other coach will lead two stations. This allows players to work with a variety of coaches. 

2. All-Player Warm-Up and Athletic Training - For the first 10 minutes of the session, a coach will lead all the players together through a 
series of warm-up and athletic training movements. One coach will lead these while other coaches encourage players and set up stations. 

3. Station Rotations - After the Warm-up, practice begins with each team in their half-gym. Coaches lead practice on the skills at each station 
for 10 minutes. When it’s time to rotate, the coach leading the station will gather the team, remind them of what they worked on, and lead 
a “Lakers on Three” huddle breakdown. Players switch sides of the gym and begin the next station. In previous years, players have 
rotated between four stations. Due to Covid, we will only rotate with one other team each Saturday, so each coach will run two stations. 

4. After teams have completed all four stations, they will get ready for a scrimmage. Coaches will make sure players have the correct color 
jersey on, get players lined up, and referee the game. Scrimmages will last 20-25 minutes until the session time is completed. 

 
We will know We Are Lakers is successful in two important ways: players sign up for the program again next year, and they tell their friends to sign 
up as well. Thank you for investing in your players and in PLAY Basketball, and Go LAKERS! 
 
Questions? Feedback?  
Contact:  Logan Wang  //  651.260.4601  //  writelogan@yahoo.com 
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K-2 Scrimmage Rules: 
 

● Masks must be worn by all players and coaches at all times. 
● K-1 games will be played 3v3 on 8-foot hoops 
● 2nd grade games will be played 4v4 on 8-foot hoops 
● All K-2 games will use a 27.5” junior size basketball 
● Scrimmages will be 20-25 minutes long, and no score will be kept. 
● Scrimmages will begin with the first group of players for each team meeting at halfcourt and lining up with the player they will defend. One 

team will be given the ball to start, and the scrimmage will begin. 
● Each player will receive equal playing time 
● Substitutions should be made every 4-5 minutes, with coaches helping players match up on defense 
● Players will take equal turns dribbling the ball up the court 
● Defense picks up at the top of the key as the ball is dribbled up the court. Coaches should help and encourage players to guard their own 

player instead of chasing the ball. (Older players can be encouraged to start working on basic help defense.) 
● Coaches should call common-sense fouls and help players play defense without fouling (move feet, straight up on shots, etc.) 
● Defenders are NOT allowed to steal the ball while a player is dribbling or pivoting. 
● Defenders can attempt to deflect and steal passes 
● If a pass is stolen, a transition “fast break” is ok - this will teach players the importance of hustling back on defense and will give offense 

players a chance at a layup or low post shot. However, if one team or player is consistently getting fast break chances, coaches should 
encourage the team or player to slow down, let the defense recover, and work on half-court offense/defense.  

● After a made basket or out-of-bounds ball, coaches should help players properly inbound the ball from behind the baseline. 
● If two players simultaneously grab a rebound or loose ball, coaches should call a jump ball and have one team inbound the ball from the 

sideline. 
● At the start of the season, coaches should not call traveling or double dribbles. As the season progresses, coaches should begin working 

with players to reduce and eliminate travels and double dribbles. For 2nd grade players, travels and double dribbles should be called 
consistently for the last 2-3 weeks of the season as players will be expected to understand these rules in 3rd grade. 

● For any other rule decisions, coaches should use common sense and make decisions that will help players develop, have fun, and 
experience success each week. 
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PLAY K-2 Station Plan Overview 2021 
First 10 minutes: Warm-up drills and Athletic Training (all players together from two teams, one coach leads) 
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Week Station 1: 
Ball Handling 

Station 2: 
Shooting 

Station 3: 
Defense and Rebounding 

Station 4: 
Passing, Spacing, Movement 

1 
Feb 
20 

Static Maravich 
Dribble Energizers 
Ball Tag Game 

Introduction- FEHLA 
Wall Form Shooting 
Low Post Shooting 

Defense Stance Progression 
Defense Zig Zag Slide 
Mirror Slide Game 

Overview: Why it’s important 
Passing Overview 
Pivot/Pivot/Pass (add defense) 

2 
Feb 
27 

Static + Moving Maravich 
Cone Weave Game 

Wall Form Shooting 
Low Post Shooting Contest 

Defense Stance Progression 
Defense Zig Zag Slide 
Mirror Slide Game 

Pivot/Pivot/Pass (add defense) 
Moving Pass Lines 

3 
Mar 
6 

Static + Moving Maravich 
Obstacle Course Game 

Wall Form Shooting 
Low/Mid Post Around the World 

Defense Stance Progression 
1v1 Advancement 

Pivot/Pivot/Pass (no defense) 
Gael Passing (no defense) 
Gael Passing (with defense) 

4 
Mar 
13 

Static + Moving Maravich 
DPPs + Dribble Chaos 

Wall Form Shooting 
In The Bank (Low/Mid Post) 

Defense Stance Progression 
1v1 Advancement 

Jump Stop Lines 
Gael Passing (with defense) 

5 
Mar 
20 

Static + Moving Maravich 
DPPs + Dribble Chaos 

Wall Form Shooting 
Layup Intro 
Layup Lines 

Defense Stance Progression 
Rebounding Intro, 2v2 
4 Second Game 

Cuts: Backdoor, Face, Handoff 
(Coach pass, then player) 

6 
Mar 
27 

Static + Moving Maravich 
Ball Tag Game 

Wall Form Shooting 
Layup Lines 
HC Jog/Run Layups 

Defense Stance Progression 
4 Second Game 
2v2 Shell Rebounding 

Cuts: Backdoor, Face, Handoff 
(Coach pass, then player) 

 Static + Moving Maravich 
Zig Zag Cones 
Ships Across Ocean 

Wall Form Shooting 
Give and Go Post Shooting 
Give and Go Layups 

Defense Stance Progression 
1v1 Rollout  or   Fox Chase 

Pick and Roll Intro 

 Static + Moving Maravich 
Obstacle Course 

Wall Form Shooting 
Give and Go Post Shooting 
Give and Go Layups 

Defense Stance Progression 
1v1 Rollout  or  Fox Chase 

Pick and Roll Practice (2v2) 

 Static + Moving Maravich 
Zig Zag Cones 
Ships Across Ocean 

Wall Form Shooting 
In The Bank 

Defense Stance Progression 
3v3 Shell Defense 

2v1 and 3v2 Practice 



FEBRUARY 20 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //  Rocket Skips  //  45 Second Plank  //  Lunge and Ball Twist  //  5 Perfect Pushups 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (3 min) 

● Ball Slap, Fingertips, Body Circles, RH pound, LH pound, 
crossover, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
● Push the ball down, don’t slap it 

Dribble Energizers (4-6 total) (3 min) 
● Moving/running dribble sideline to sideline, RH one direction, 

LH other direction 
● Run first one at 50% speed. Looking for speed and control. 

Increase speed from there. 
Ball Tag (4 min) 

● A basic game of tag, but everyone needs to be dribbling! 
Define out of bounds lines based on group size. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Introduction to Shooting (2 min) 

● FEHLA:  Feet, Eyes, Hand, Legs, Arm (see attachment) 
● For K-2, most important part of form is “power from the legs” 

and “hand finishes high, fingers pointing at the target” 
Wall Form Shooting (3 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Low Post Shooting (5 minutes) 

● Move into two lines on the low blocks 
● Players take turns shooting with proper form, rebound their 

shot, and pass to the next person 
● Add up the total made baskets for the team 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Show slide or “push step.” Focus on explosion and quickness 
while keeping bottom down, chest/head up, arms wide 

● Coach points left/right, players push step that direction 
Defense Zig Zag Slides + Line Hops Circuit (3 min) 

● Set up 5-6 zig zag cones. Players defensive push step through 
the cone setup. 

● Line Hops: select a line; players put feet together and hop 
over line from one side of gym to the other. Face forward for 
left/right hops, then face side for up/back hops. 

Mirror Slide Game (3 min) 
● Players find a partner. First player gets a basketball and 

dribbles side to side. Second player defensive slides and tries 
to “mirror” them. Change speed and direction. 

● Players switch roles and repeat. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Discussion: Why Passing, Spacing, Movement are important (2 min) 

● The goal of basketball is to make baskets 
● The only way to get open to shoot baskets is by learning to 

space out, move around the court, and pass. 
Passing Overview + Basics (4 min) 

● Players find a partner, stand about 8 feet apart. 
● Chest pass; two hands, step in for power, aim for the chest, 

thumbs down on release 
● (Player receiving pass must have eyes and hands ready!) 
● Bounce pass: two hands, step in for power, pass should 

bounce ¾ of the way to partner. 
Pass/Pivot/Pivot (no defense) (4 min) 

● In partners, continue passing, but add two pivots before each 
pass. Protect the ball as you pivot! 

● Make sure players keep same pivot foot for both pivots 
● After 1-2 minutes, create groups of 3 with one player trying to 

deflect passes. A focused version of Monkey in the Middle. 

25 Minutes - Live Scrimmage 
Positive Attitude  //  Celebrate Success  //  Recognize Effort  //  Keep It Fun  //  Team Focus  //  Look For Growth  



FEBRUARY 27 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //  Kangaroo Hops  //  Partner Planks  //  Pepper Feet Jumps  //  Superman Knee Raise 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (3 min) 

● Ball Slap, Fingertips, Body Circles, RH pound, LH pound, 
crossover, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
● Push the ball down, don’t slap it 

Moving Maravich (3 min) 
● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 

each move. 
● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin 

Cone Weave Game (4 min) 
● Use cones, bags, coats, etc. to create a long, winding course. 
● Players dribble between each object 
● Make it fun! Place some cones really wide or really close 

together, dribble through it backwards, or let players change 
the course after a few reps. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (3 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Low Post Shooting Contest (7 min) 

● Two lines shooting from the lost post. Help kids shoot with the 
best possible form. 

● Contest 1 - first line to make 6-10 shots (adjust number of 
shots to ability of the group) 

● Contest 2 - total team shots made in 1-2 minutes (count as a 
team) 

● Contest 3 - total time for everyone to make 1 shot (if one 
player is really struggling to make a shot, maybe skip this one 
or find a way to help them make a shot) 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Show slide or “push step.” Focus on explosion and quickness 
while keeping bottom down, chest/head up, arms wide 

● Coach points left/right, players push step that direction 
Defense Zig Zag Slides + Line Hops Circuit (3 min) 

● Set up 5-6 zig zag cones. Players defensive push step through 
the cone setup. 

● Line Hops: select a line; players put feet together and hop 
over line from one side of gym to the other. Face forward for 
left/right hops, then face side for up/back hops. 

Mirror Slide Game (3 min) 
● Players find a partner. First player gets a basketball and 

dribbles side to side. Second player defensive slides and tries 
to “mirror” them. Change speed and direction. 

● Players switch roles and repeat. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Pass/Pivot/Pivot (no defense) (2 min) 

● In partners, begin passing about 8 feet apart, but add two 
pivots before each pass. Protect the ball as you pivot! 

● Keep same pivot foot down for both pivots 
Pass/Pivot/Pivot (with defense) (4 min) 

● Create groups of 3 with one player trying to deflect passes. A 
focused version of Monkey in the Middle. 

● Defender should always defend passer, not receiver, and try 
to deflect the pass. Passer should pivot to find an opening. 

Moving Pass Lines (4 min) 
● Two lines on one end of the gym, about 6 feet apart. 
● One player from each line faces each other and side shuffles 

while performing chest passes with their partner. 
● Start slow and pick up speed as players understand 
● Both players should have active hands and eyes. 
● (Advanced) try a bounce pass version! 

25 Minutes - Live Scrimmage 
Positive Attitude  //  Celebrate Success  //  Recognize Effort  //  Keep It Fun  //  Team Focus  //  Look For Growth  



MARCH 6 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //   Rocket Skips  //  45 Second Plank  //  Lunge and Ball Twist  //  6 Perfect Pushups 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (3 min) 

● Ball Slap, Fingertips, Body Circles, RH pound, LH pound, 
crossover, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle, RH/LH V 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
● Push the ball down, don’t slap it 

Moving Maravich (3 min) 
● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 

each move. 
● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin 

Obstacle Course Game (4 min) 
● Set up a fun, simple course for ball handling. Be creative! 
● Ideas: stop by the wall and bounce 10 times off the wall, spin 

around a cone 5 times while dribbling, walk on knees while 
dribbling, dribble past a coach defender, dribble directly on a 
line, dribble while skipping or walking backward, dribble as low 
as possible, etc. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (3 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Low/Mid Post Around The World (7 min) 

● Set up 5 shooting cones around the hoop approximately 6 feet 
away from the hoop. 

● Each player takes 3 shots the first spot. Team moves to 
second spot and repeats. 

● Back to the first spot - now the team has to make 5 shots from 
each spot to advance. 1-2 shots per player, then they go to 
end of line. Time how long it takes to finish all 5 spots. 

● Adjust the shot distance and setup as necessary for the team 
to have fun. 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Show slide or “push step.” Focus on explosion and quickness 
while keeping bottom down, chest/head up, arms wide 

● Coach points left/right, players push step that direction 
● Quick Turns and Pepper feet quick turns 

1v1 Advancement (6 min) 
● Use gym lines or cones to create 2-3 narrow “lanes” in the half 

gym space. Players divide up evenly in a line for each lane. 
● The first two players in each lane begin. One player tries to 

dribble from one end of the lane to the other end, while the 
other player works on defensive footwork to stop them. 

● When players reach the end of the lane, switch roles and go 
back. Next two players then begin. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Pass/Pivot/Pivot (no defense) (4 min) 

● In partners, continue passing, but add two pivots before each 
pass. Protect the ball as you pivot! 

Gael Passing (no defense) (3 min) 
● Boundaries for this drill are the baseline and 3 point line, 

forming a half circle. (If no 3 point line, use the lines you have 
to create a similar size playing space. 

● Begin with 4 players and no defense. Players pivot, pass, and 
cut into open space. Stress using the entire space for cutting. 

Gael Passing (with defense) (3 min) 
● After some practice with no defense, add in defenders. No 

dribbling allowed; only movement, pivots, and passing. 
● If a pass is stolen or out of bounds, defense becomes offense 
● This will be hard for kids! Stop them and show them how to 

space out and move away from the ball to create space. 
● Goal is for one team to complete 8-12 passes in a row. 

25 Minutes - Live Scrimmage 
Positive Attitude  //  Celebrate Success  //  Recognize Effort  //  Keep It Fun  //  Team Focus  //  Look For Growth  



MARCH 13 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //  Kangaroo Hops  //  Partner Planks  //  Pepper Feet Jumps  //  Superman Knee Raise 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (2 min) 

● Ball Slap, Fingertips, Body Circles, RH pound, LH pound, 
crossover, Two ball dribble (partners take turns) 

● Bottom down, eyes up, chest high, don’t slap ball! 
Moving Maravich (3 min) 

● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 
each move. 

● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin 
Dribble/Pass/Pivot (DPP) (3 min) 

● Players line up in partners, both players on baseline. 
● First player dribbles out about 15 feet from baseline, jump 

stop, 3 good pivots, then passes back to partner. Player runs 
back to baseline while partner repeats drill. 

Dribble Chaos (2 min) 
● Use cones or lines to mark a square playing area 
● Players line up equally on all sides of the square. Coach says 

“go” and players must dribble back and forth across square. 
● Watch out for teammates! Aim to complete 20 reps. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (3 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
In The Bank Game, Low/Mid Post (7 min) 

● Set up two shooting cones in the low/mid post area.  
● Goal of the game is to have the LEAST amount of points. 
● The “bank” starts with one point. If a player shoots and 

misses, the points in the bank are added to their score. If they 
make their shot, the bank then has two points. 

● The more shots made in a row, the more points in the bank for 
the next missed shot! 

● You can play a game with the full team, or have two games 
running in the two lines. Players are never “eliminated,” they 
just keep adding to their score. Low score wins after 2-3 
minutes. 

● Periodically, reset scores or add new creative ideas for fun. 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Show slide or “push step.” Focus on explosion and quickness 
while keeping bottom down, chest/head up, arms wide 

● Coach points left/right, players push step that direction 
● Quick Turns and Pepper feet quick turns 

1v1 Advancement (6 min) 
● Use gym lines or cones to create 2-3 narrow “lanes” in the half 

gym space. Players divide up evenly in a line for each lane. 
● The first two players in each lane begin. One player tries to 

dribble from one end of the lane to the other end, while the 
other player works on defensive footwork to stop them. 

● When players reach the end of the lane, switch roles and go 
back. Next two players then begin. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Jump Stop Lines (4 min) 

● Players form two lines, one at each wing. One basketball. 
● First player with basketball dribbles into lane, then jump stops. 

Player then passes to first player in opposite line and runs to 
the end of that line. (Focus on a great jump stop!) 

● Player who received pass dribbles into lane, jump stops, and 
passes to the next player in the first line. Repeat. 

Gael Passing (with defense) (6 min) 
● Two teams; boundaries are baseline and 3 pt line (or use lines 

you have for similar size playing area.) 
● No dribbling allowed; only movement, pivots, and passing. 
● If a pass is stolen or out of bounds, defense becomes offense 
● This will be hard for kids! Stop them and show them how to 

space out and move away from the ball to create space. 
● Goal is for one team to complete 8-12 passes in a row. 

25 Minutes - Live Scrimmage 
Positive Attitude  //  Celebrate Success  //  Recognize Effort  //  Keep It Fun  //  Team Focus  //  Look For Growth  



MARCH 20 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //   Rocket Skips  //  45 Second Plank  //  Lunge and Ball Twist  //  8 Perfect Pushups 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (2 min) 

● RH pound, LH pound, RH V, LH Vcrossover, Two ball dribble 
(partners take turns) 

● Bottom down, eyes up, chest high, don’t slap ball! 
Moving Maravich (3 min) 

● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 
each move. 

● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin 
Dribble/Pass/Pivot (DPP) (3 min) 

● Players line up in partners, both players on baseline. 
● First player dribbles out about 15 feet from baseline, jump 

stop, 3 good pivots, then passes back to partner. Player runs 
back to baseline while partner repeats drill. 

Dribble Chaos (2 min) 
● Use cones or lines to mark a square playing area 
● Players line up equally on all sides of the square. Coach says 

“go” and players must dribble back and forth across square. 
● Watch out for teammates! Aim to complete 20 reps. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (2) min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Layup Intro/Teaching (4 min) 

● Have all players face the coach and start with their left leg 
bent in front and their right leg back. This is “set.” 

● Then, players bring their right leg forward and drive their knee 
up above their waist. This is “drive.” 

● Finally, their right hand goes up at the same time as their right 
knee. This is “shoot.” 

Layup Lines (4 min) 
● Begin with no dribble on the low block. First, each player looks 

at the target, the top-right corner of the square. This is “eyes” 
● Have each player eyes, set, drive, and shoot a layup on the 

right side. 
● Go slow, coach the form, and celebrate small successes. 
● (Advanced) Try the left side layup!  

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● 1-2 Push Steps, Quick Turns, Pepper feet quick turns 
Rebound Intro/Teaching (3 min) 

● We stress that every player must focus on defensive 
rebounds. 1) find your player, 2) make contact, 3) thumbs in 
ears, 4) two feet, two hands, 5) secure and pivot  

● Practice 2v2 with coach shooting 
4 Second Game (3 min) 

● Players in partners. Put ball on ground about 6 feet away from 
players. One player boxes out while other player tries to get 
ball. See if defender can box out for 4 seconds. Switch roles 
and repeat. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Cut Progressions: Backdoor give and go (3-5 min) 

● Two equal lines at wings; two players start as passers near 
top of key. Rotate passing players so everyone gets a turn. 

● Player passes from wing to top of key. Coach overplays pass, 
so player backdoor cuts hard and straight to hoop for a shot. 

Cut Progression: Face Cut (3-5 min) 
● Player passes from wing to top of key. Coach sags off player, 

so player face cuts in front of coach for a pass and shoot.  
● Once players understand both cuts, coaches can mix and 

match defense and force players to choose the right cut. 
Cut Progression (Advanced): Handoff Drive (3 min) 

● With no defense, have passers move to elbows. Player 
passes to elbow, then cuts past passer for handoff drive and 
shoot. 

25 Minutes - Live Scrimmage 
Positive Attitude  //  Celebrate Success  //  Recognize Effort  //  Keep It Fun  //  Team Focus  //  Look For Growth  



MARCH 27 DETAILED PLAN 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //  Kangaroo Hops  //  Partner Planks  //  Pepper Feet Jumps  //  Superman Knee Raise 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (3 min) 

● RH pound, LH pound, crossover, RH V side-side and 
front-back, LH V side-side, front-back, RH semi-circle, LH 
semi-circle 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
Moving Maravich (3 min) 

● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 
each move. 

● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin, 
two ball moving dribble. 

Ball Tag Game (4 min) 
● A basic game of tag, but everyone needs to be dribbling! 

Define out of bounds lines based on group size. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (2 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Layup Lines (4 min) 

● Begin with no dribble on the low block. First, each player looks 
at the target, the top-right corner of the square. This is “eyes” 

● Have each player eyes, set, drive, and shoot a layup on the 
right side. 

● Go slow, coach the form, and celebrate small successes. 
● (Advanced) Try the left side layup!  

Half Court Jogging Layups (4 min) 
● Begin with two-step layups (same set, but drive becomes two 

steps, then high knee.) 
● Work up to slow, jogging layups for all players. 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● 1-2 Push Steps, Quick Turns, Pepper feet quick turnsc 
4 Second Game (3 min) 

● Players in partners. Put ball on ground about 6 feet away from 
players. One player boxes out while other player tries to get 
ball. See if defender can box out for 4 seconds. Switch roles 
and repeat. Switch partners and go again! Make it fun. 

2v2 Shell Rebounding Game (3 min) 
● Two lines on the baseline at the lane lines. First two players 

go to elbows, they are the offense rebounders. Next two 
players in line are the defense rebounders. One has a ball. 

● Ball is passed to a coach at the FT line. Two defense players 
run to the elbows and box out. Coach shoots and all 4 players 
rebound. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
Cut Progressions: Backdoor give and go (3-5 min) 

● Two equal lines at wings; two players start as passers near 
top of key. Rotate passing players so everyone gets a turn. 

● Player passes from wing to top of key. Coach overplays pass, 
so player backdoor cuts hard and straight to hoop for a shot. 

Cut Progression: Face Cut (3-5 min) 
● Player passes from wing to top of key. Coach sags off player, 

so player face cuts in front of coach for a pass and shoot.  
● Once players understand both cuts, coaches can mix and 

match defense and force players to choose the right cut. 
Cut Progression (Advanced): Handoff Drive (3 min) 

● With no defense, have passers move to elbows. Player 
passes to elbow, then cuts past passer for handoff drive and 
shoot. 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //   Rocket Skips  //  45 Second Plank  //  Lunge and Ball Twist  //  8 Perfect Pushups 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (2 min) 

● RH pound, LH pound, quick turn pound, crossover, RH V, LH 
V, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle, one-hand V + crossover 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
Moving Maravich (2 min) 

● Start at baseline, dribble under control to half line and back for 
each move. 

● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin, 
two ball moving dribble. 

Zig Zag Cones ( 2 min) 
● Place cones in a zig zag order and have players dribble 

through the course. Use both crossover and one-hand V. 
Ships Across the Ocean (everyone dribbling) (4 min) 

● Played the normal way, but all players (runners and taggers) 
need to be dribbling a ball! 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (2 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Give and Go Post Shooting (4 min) 

● Two lines at wings, two players start as passers at the elbows. 
● First player in line passes a ball to elbow, then cuts to low 

block for pass. Receive pass, jump stop, perfect shot. 
● Count made shots and celebrate great passes, jump stops 

Give and Go Layups (4 min) 
● Stay in the same two lines, but transition to layups. See if 

players can get the timing and coordination correct for a layup 
off a pass.  

● Be sure players are alternating left and right lines. 
● Count made layups and celebrate effort 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (3 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Push step, pepper push step, quick turn, pepper quick turn, 
closeout, “shot!” 

1v1 Rollout (4 min) 
● All players form one line at baseline under hoop. First player 

runs out to FT line. Next player in line under hoop rolls a ball 
out to player at FT line and runs out to play defense. Players 
play 1v1 for 10 seconds or one shot (keep it quick!) 

● Defense player should use good footwork and box out for 
rebound. Offense should attack off the dribble! Defense 
rotates to offense, offense goes to end of line. 

Fox Chase (3 min) 
● Two lines near half court. Coach tosses or rolls a ball toward 

hoop and first two players in line try to grab it. 
● Player who grabs ball tries to score, other player plays D. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
On-Ball Screen Introduction/Teaching (6 min) 

● At the earliest ages, we want our players to understand the 
concept of a screen/pick. 

● Teach: a screen is an offensive player who sets their feet and 
doesn’t move while a teammate runs past them. The goal of a 
screen is to “block” a defender to help a teammate get open. 

● Screener must set feet, dribbler must touch shoulders with the 
screener (or be very close) 

● Run some 2v1 examples so all the players can practice being 
dribbler, screener, and on-ball defender. 

Screen Play Scoring Game (4 min) 
● After everyone has a little practice, run some short 2v2 games 

where the offense must start with a ball screen. Keep it simple, 
fun, and celebrate small successes. 

● Begin showing the defense what to do if the offense runs a 
screen play. This will introduce team defense! 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //  Kangaroo Hops  //  Partner Planks  //  Pepper Feet Jumps  //  Superman Knee Raise 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (3 min) 

● RH pound, LH pound, quick turn pound, crossover, RH V, LH 
V, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle, two ball dribble 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
● Push the ball down, don’t slap it 

Moving Maravich (3 min) 
● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin, 

two ball moving dribble, pound/pound/pullback 
Obstacle Course Game (4 min) 

● Set up a fun, simple course for ball handling. Be creative! 
● Ideas: stop by the wall and bounce 10 times off the wall, spin 

around a cone 5 times while dribbling, walk on knees while 
dribbling, dribble past a coach defender, dribble directly on a 
line, dribble while skipping or walking backward, dribble as low 
as possible, etc. 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (2 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
Give and Go Post Shooting (4 min) 

● Two lines at wings, two players start as passers at the elbows. 
● First player in line passes a ball to elbow, then cuts to low 

block for pass. Receive pass, jump stop, perfect shot. 
● Count made shots and celebrate great passes, jump stops 

Give and Go Layups (4 min) 
● Stay in the same two lines, but transition to layups. See if 

players can get the timing and coordination correct for a layup 
off a pass.  

● Be sure players are alternating left and right lines. 
● Count made layups and celebrate effort 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (3 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Push step, pepper push step, quick turn, pepper quick turn, 
closeout, “shot!” 

1v1 Rollout (4 min) 
● All players form one line at baseline under hoop. First player 

runs out to FT line. Next player in line under hoop rolls a ball 
out to player at FT line and runs out to play defense. Players 
play 1v1 for 10 seconds or one shot (keep it quick!) 

● Defense player should use good footwork and box out for 
rebound. Offense should attack off the dribble! Defense 
rotates to offense, offense goes to end of line. 

Fox Chase (3 min) 
● Two lines near half court. Coach tosses or rolls a ball toward 

hoop and first two players in line try to grab it. 
● Player who grabs ball tries to score, other player plays D. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
2v2 On-Ball Screen Game (10 min) 

● Divide players into teams of 2 (or rotate into different teams of 
2, whatever is easiest for the team/grade) 

● Remind and show the players of the basic idea of a screen. 
Stress the importance of planting the feet on the screen and 
the dribbler getting shoulder to shoulder with the screener. 

● Let the players play some 2v2 and celebrate great screens 
and dribbles off the screen. 

● Pause and discuss: What can the screener do after setting the 
screen? (Roll to hoop, find space for a shot/pass). How can 
the defense work together? (Switch the players they are 
defending, communicate). Adjust the conversation to the 
appropriate level of the grade/ability of the team, but we want 
to introduce concepts early to aid development. 

● End with a game or contest: first team to score 2 baskets wins, 
or something similar. Primarily celebrate great screens, great 
communication, great defense. 
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10 Minutes - Warm-up and Athletic Training 
Full Court Jog  //  High Knees  //  Bottom Kicks  //   Rocket Skips  //  45 Second Plank  //  Lunge and Ball Twist  //  10 Perfect Pushups 

Ball Handling (10 minutes) 
Static Maravich (2 min) 

● RH pound, LH pound, quick turn RH/LH pound, crossover, RH 
V, LH V, RH semi-circle, LH semi-circle, two ball, 

● Form is vital! Bottom down, eyes up, chest high. 
● Push the ball down, don’t slap it 

Moving Maravich (3 min) 
● RH pound, LH pound, pound/pound/cross, pound/pound/spin, 

two ball moving dribble, pound/pound/pullback/crossover 
Ships Across the Ocean (everyone dribbling) (5 min) 

● Played the normal way, but all players (runners and taggers) 
need to be dribbling a ball! 

Shooting (10 minutes) 
Wall Form Shooting (3 min) 

● Each player finds space along open wall and practices proper 
shot form. 

● Coaches move between players to encourage and correct 
In The Bank Game, Low/Mid Post (7 min) 

● Set up two shooting cones in the low/mid post area.  
● Goal of the game is to have the LEAST amount of points. 
● The “bank” starts with one point. If a player shoots and 

misses, the points in the bank are added to their score. If they 
make their shot, the bank then has two points. 

● The more shots made in a row, the more points in the bank for 
the next missed shot! 

● You can play a game with the full team, or have two games 
running in the two lines. Players are never “eliminated,” they 
just keep adding to their score. Low score wins after 2-3 
minutes. 

● Periodically, reset scores or add new creative ideas for fun. 

Defense + Rebounding (10 minutes) 
Defense Stance Progression (4 min) 

● Show proper defense stance: feet wide, bottom down, chest 
up, hands wide/active. “Sitting in a chair.” Hold for 30-60 sec. 

● Show slide or “push step.” Focus on explosion and quickness 
while keeping bottom down, chest/head up, arms wide 

● Coach points left/right, players push step that direction 
3v3 Shell Defense Introduction (6 min) 

● This will be an intro to team defense: on-ball, one pass, and 
mid-line. Discuss the idea of “team defense” 

● 3 players on offense (top of key and both wings) and 3 players 
on defense. Offense players will pass the ball back and forth 
and defense players will adjust their position. 

● On-ball defense should be directly between player and hoop in 
low defense stance. Other two players should be halfway 
between the ball and their player. 

● This will be tough! We want to start teaching it early. 

Passing, Spacing, and Movement (10 minutes) 
2v1 Transition (5 min) 

● Form two lines near half court. Choose one player to start as 
defender.  

● Coach passes the ball to the first person in one of the lines. 
The first two players attempt to work together to get an open 
shot against the one defender. 

● The defender will need to stop the dribbler, and the offense 
will need to use vision, cuts, and passing to get an open shot. 

3v2 Transition (5 min) 
● Same drill, but increase numbers to 3 offense and 2 defense. 
● Talk to the players about vision, making cuts to get open, and 

making strong passes. 
● Talk about defense; first player stops the dribble and second 

player moves to guard the first pass. 
● Encourage and celebrate small successes! 
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Athletic Training Options 
 
General Warm-Ups: Jog, High Knees, Bottom Kicks, Defensive Slides 
 
Rocket Skips: Skip from one end of the court to the other, but focus on exploding up like a rocket on each skip jump. Raise your hand as high as 
possible with each rocket skip. 
 
Partner Planks: Players partner up and get in pushup position with their heads facing each other. On “go,” the two players alternate clapping right 
and left hands while keeping the plank position. For players that can’t quite complete this move, holding the plank position is fine. Perform for 
30-60 seconds depending on age. 
 
Perfect Pushups: For K-2, we want to teach kids to perform pushups with perfect form instead of just “lots” of pushups. Doing 5-8 perfect 
pushups is ideal for a warmup. Focus on keeping body straight, core muscles engaged, chest to ground, always under control. For basketball, 
working on keeping elbows tucked into the body is a helpful focus for improving shooting form and power. 
 
Kangaroo Hops: Players start at one end of the court in pivot position; ball at their chest, both hands on the ball with elbows out. Feet 
shoulder-width apart, knees bent, a solid power stance. Keeping this position, players will move from one end of the court to the other by taking a 
large jump forward, then a small jump backward. Repeat until players reach the other end of the gym. All jumps should be off two feet, under 
control, with the ball held at chest with both hands. Teach players to land softly with knees bent. 
 
Lunge and  Ball Twist: Players start at one end of the court in pivot position, ball at chest and elbows out. Player steps forward with one foot and 
performs a lunge, with the back knee almost touching the ground. In the low lunge position, player then “twists” with the ball and chest to one side. 
Repeat with alternating legs. This is a challenging move for balance and strength, so players should go slow with proper form. 
 
Superman Knee Raise: All players face coach and start standing tall with their arms up/out. Raise one knee to 90 degrees and hold for a couple 
seconds. Then, in one motion reach down and touch the floor with your hands while simultaneously swinging your high knee back into a straight 
leg behind your body. Ideally, the foot should never touch the ground in this motion. Return to hands high and knee at 90 degrees. Perform 5 
“Supermans” per leg, 10 total. This move works leg muscles, core muscles, balance, and coordination, so it’s ok for players to struggle! Encourage 
everyone to do their best and improve a little each week. 
 
Pepper Feet Jumps: Players will start spread out at one end of the court. Begin with pepper feet. A coach will say “jump!” and point either left or 
right. Players will jump off one leg diagonally forward in the direction the coach pointed, then return to pepper feet. Coach should alternate left and 
right until all players reach the far end of the gym. ADVANCED: Have the players jump diagonally backward! 
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Key Drills and Concepts: 
 
Static Maravich Drills: 
WARM UP 

● Ball slaps: Players generally “slap” and move the ball between their hands to get a feel for the ball. 
● Fingertip touches: Players pass the ball back and forth between their hands using their fingertips to get a feel for the ball. 
● Body circles (head, waist, legs): Circle the ball around various parts of the body; head, waist, legs 
● Figure 8 legs: Roll or pass the ball in a figure 8 between the legs (challenging for K-2, but make it fun!) 

FOR ALL STATIC DRIBBLES - Begin with the proper low, athletic stance. Feet about shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent. Bottom down, 
chest up, eyes looking up at the coach as much as possible. Non-dribble hand should be extended to protect the ball and provide balance. 

● RH pound: Pound dribble the ball with right hand only. Ball should never rise above waist, ideally staying around knee high. 
● LH pound: Pound dribble the ball with left hand only. Ball should never rise above waist, ideally staying around knee high. 
● Quick Turn rotation RH/LH pound: Begin with pound dribble, then say “turn” and have players jump turn left or right and switch hands. 
● RH/LH crossover: Face forward and perform a basic crossover dribble. Try a low crossover, wide crossover, and slow/fast crossovers. 
● RH and LH V dribble side-to-side: With just the right or left hand, dribble in a V shape with an in-out dribble. 
● RH and LH V dribble front-back: With just the right or left hand, dribble in a V shape with a front-back dribble. 
● RH V // crossover // LH V: This is a combo dribble. Start with a one-hand V, then crossover, then a one-hand V with the opposite hand. 
● RH/LH semicircle: Face forward, feet shoulder-width and knees bent. With just one hand, dribble in a semi-circle around front of body. 
● Two ball dribble: Simultaneously pound dribble two balls under control with proper form. Eyes up! 
● Figure 8 dribble (ADVANCED): Attempt to dribble in a figure 8 between legs and around body. Will be a challenge! 

 
Moving Maravich Drills 

● FOR ALL MOVING DRIBBLES - Players should go slowly with proper static dribble form. Bottom down, eyes up, slow athletic steps, 
always under control. Increase speed only when form is perfect. Form, form, form! 

● RH pound/LH pound: Slow and under control, cross the gym RH and return LH. Dribble should stay low, eyes up, knees bent 
● RH V /LH V: Slow and under control, cross the gym RH and return LH. Dribble low, eyes up 
● Pound/Cross: Pound dribble RH, crossover, pound dribble LH, repeat. Walk slow, eyes up, under control. Focus on a good power dribble. 
● Pound/Pound/Cross: Same as pound/cross, but add a second pound dribble before crossing over. Keep them moving slow! 
● Pound/Pound/Spin: Moving diagonally across the gym, players perform 2-3 pound dribbles with one hand, then spin (protecting the ball), 

switch hands and continue. Show players the proper way to spin to protect the dribble. Players should also use their off hand to protect. 
● Pound/Pound/Pullback: At a slow jog, players use one hand to take two pound dribbles forward, then one pullback dribble in reverse. RH 

one direction, LH other direction. 
● Pound/Pound/Pullback/Cross: This builds on the previous move. Instead of staying with one hand for one direction, after the pullback 

dribble players will crossover to their other hand, then repeat the pound/pound/pullback.  
● Two ball dribble: Dribble to halfcourt and back with two balls simultaneously. This is one of the most challenging and helpful drills for 

players to practice because it works on so many fundamentals (vision, coordination, control, both hands, focus, footwork, etc.) 
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Wall Form Shooting 
● Proper form shooting is a vital part of our K-2 player development. Players who learn to shoot with proper form at the earliest ages 

develop more consistent shots throughout youth basketball. By beginning with form shooting along a wall each week, we remove the need 
to “make a basket” and can instead watch and teach proper form. Wall form shooting should involve players aiming at comfortable targets 
on the wall anywhere from 5-8 feet up on the wall. Form before power. 

● To help players shoot with proper form, we use the acronym FEHLA (pronounced “fella” for easy memory). FEHLA is a reminder that 
shooting involves the entire body, not just the arm/hand. 

● F - feet. Feet should be parallel, shoulder width apart, and pointed at the target. Some shooters prefer a slightly closed stance (about 
5-15% closed), but feet should still be parallel and pointed in the same direction even with a slight closed stance. 

● E - eyes. Players should pick a part of the rim/wall and focus their eyes on that target during the shot. Stephen Curry focuses on the small 
eyelet rings that hold the net to the rim. Other shooters will focus on the front or back of the rim. The important thing is to teach kids to 
keep their eyes on the target. 

● H - hand. The ball should sit comfortably on the fingers of the shooting hand. We want a slight gap between the palm of the hand and the 
ball, called the “pocket.” During wall shooting, we want kids to learn to load the ball in front of their chin, not down by their shoulder or 
chest. K-2 players won’t often be able to shoot at an 8 foot hoop without loading the ball a bit lower, but for wall form shooting we want 
them to load it higher for better form. 

● L - legs. This is where the power comes from. We want to focus on a slight knee bend and loading the muscles in the core and hips to 
provide power. Players don’t need an extreme knee bend for power - just a small bend with a focus on hip and core strength. As they 
shoot, they should push into a slight jump or onto their tiptoes. 

● A - arm. K-2 players won’t be able to get their shooting arm in the total proper shot position as they set up, but we still want to focus on the 
arm position during and after the shot to keep their shots straight and aligned. The shooting arm should begin to straighten out during the 
early part of the shot, and players should focus on having their arm straight up at the end of the shot, with their fingers pointing directly at 
their target after they release the ball. 
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Defense Stance Progression 
 

● Defense stance - feet shoulder-width apart or a little wider, knees bent, bottom down, chest up, arms active and wide (for balance and to 
deflect passes), eyes up and alert. Talk about “sitting in a chair” to help players feel the proper form. Keep hands wide and active while 
holding stance. Start the progression by having players hold the stance for 30-90 seconds. They should feel the work in their quad 
muscles! Let them stand and shake out their legs after the long hold. 

● Push Step - from the defense stance, have players perform an explosive push step in one direction, then the other direction. The coach 
can then point either direction and players perform a push step in that direction. Focus on quickness and balance. Players should stay low, 
with wide hands before, during, and after the push step. 

● Two Push Steps - same as one step, but perform two quick steps instead of one. Focus on holding proper form through both steps and 
returning to a low, active stance. Periodically pause and relax the legs. 

● Pepper Push Steps - Start with players running in place with quick, pepper feet, staying low and ready to explode. Coach points in a 
direction and says “push step,” and players explode into the move. Return to pepper feet after the push step. Repeat for 30-90 seconds. 

● Lane Slide Push Steps- Pick two gym lines approximately lane-width apart (About 8-10 feet). Have players start in defensive stance 
position with one foot on one of the lines. On “go!,” players will move quickly back and forth between the two lines using push steps. Focus 
on maintaining bottom down, eyes up, good form, and powerful quick movements. 

● Quick Turns - Players face forward in good defensive stance. When the coach says “turn!”, players quickly jump-turn to one side, then 
back to forward. This is a similar move to a drop-step, but instead of sliding the lead foot, both feet quickly jump to a diagonal position. 
This move is quicker than a drop step and builds footwork and coordination. 

● Pepper Quick Turns - Start with pepper feet, then do a quick turn when coach says “turn!” Continue to pepper feet between turns. 
● Quick Turn + Push Step - Putting the moves together, players will quick turn (jump turn diagonally with both feet) then push step 

diagonally as if they were cutting off a dribbler. After each turn-push, jog back to starting point and resume defensive stance for the next 
rep. 

● Contest the Shot - For this final progression, each player will need to imagine they are guarding the coach, even though they won’t be right 
in front of the coach. They should react as if they are the on-ball defender. To contest the shot, we want to teach players to close out on 
the shooter, hands high (but stance low), and not to jump unless/until the shooter jumps. Coach should do a series of pump fakes to keep 
the players from jumping or yelling early. When the coach shooter does finally release the shot, defense should yell “shot!” 
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